196	DOMICIL
persons should be governed by the law of the nation to which
they belonged.
wide-     The truth is that the ascertainment of the personal law,
spread which should be governed by legal and practical considera-
ofprince tions, has been influenced by varying political and economic
of nation- factors. The French revolution, the struggles of Italy to win
ahty independence, the wave of nationalism that swept Europe in
the nineteenth century, the desire of the poorer countries to
share in the prosperity of their emigrants—these and other
similar circumstances have led to a widespread idolatry of the
principle of nationality. At present many of the most important ^
countries, such as France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Sweden, Lx
Holland, Greece, Japan and Mexico, comprising probably
about 500 million people,1 adopt nationality as the criterion I
of the personal law. On the other hand, the British Common- iyj
wealth, the United States of America, Norway, Denmark and I
Brazil, among others, still stand by the test of domicil.2	*
Respective     It may be asked, what aFe the respective merits*of domicil
merits of anc| nationality as a determinant of the law to govern status
the two        .	i       •   i	ill-nil	•	•	i
concep-and  personal  rights  generally?  Each  has  its  merits  and
tions demerits.3
Merits off The English preference for domicil is based on two main
l /grounds. JFirst, broadly speaking, domicil means the country in
'which a man has established his permanent home, and what
can be more natural or more appropriate than to subject him to
his home law ? It is difficult to agree that he should be excom-
municated from that law merely because technically he is a
citizen of some State which he may have abandoned years
ago.4 Secondly, domicil furnishes the only practicable test in
the case of such political units as the British Commonwealth
and the United States of America, where the same nationality
embraces many diverse legal systems. The expression 'national
law' when applied to a British citizen is meaningless. It is one
system in England, another in Scotland, another in Quebec
and so on.
1 In 1909 it was estimated by Zeballos that about 500 million persons were
subject to their hx dcmidlii and about 4.60 million to their lex patriae\ Wolff,
s. 97; Nussbaum, p. 24.
z For more detailed lists see Wolff, 53.95-96; Rabel, i. rio-n, 113-15.
3	See 61 L.Q.R. 363 et seqq., where the question is considered in relation to
divorce.
4	Of course, if a country which adopts the principle of nationality also accepts
the doctrine of rcnvoi, the practical result may be the substitution of the lex
domicttii for the law of nationality.

